5 EASY WAYS

to Create Meaningful & Memorable
Experiences With Your Students

The first moment you have with students each day is one of the most important.
One way to make that first interaction more meaningful & memorable is to have a different greeting for the students each day
of the week. Each greeting has something you say and do with the students as they come into your class.
It's simple, meaningful, and memorable; students come back years later remembering their favorite greetings.

Monday

MERRY MULTI-HANDSHAKE MONDAY
(and if it's morning, throw in a MONDAY MORNING to take the alliteration to the max)

Shake BOTH hands of each of your students as they come in.

Tuesday

HAPPY TWO-THUMBS UP TUESDAY
Say this to everyone ask they come in while giving them two thumbs up.

Wednesday

HAPPY WAVING WEDNESDAY
Not my strongest greeting but gotta keep those alliterations going!
Sometimes I ask students to give me their best 'princess wave' to change it up.

Thursday

HAPPY THANKFUL THURSDAY, WHAT ARE YOU THANKFUL
FOR BESIDES YOUR FRIENDS AND FAMILY
This one is my favorites and the qualifier about having to say something besides
their friends & family keeps them from just defaulting to those two things every time.
I do this while shaking hands to create a point of connection

Friday

HAPPY HIGH-FIVE FRIDAY
Fan favorite. Give each kid a high-five as they come in.

If kids don't reciprocate or prefer not to make contact, no worries. Respect their boundaries. Maybe you don't handshake, or you
'air-shake' or if they slip by without giving you a handshake, make a joke of it and they'll feel like they 'got away with something.'
I hope you enjoy these greetings as much as your students will!
Here's to making every class start with a more meaningful and memorable experience.

